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Strategic Plannmg IS the lI'oce騎自rough which the ;nst;tUt lOn's m酷的n.gools

，od 叫訕。n ßre ßrt;"ula何d The .nsm叭10n s ml目昀n and goals mu到 focus on 
。附rtunitie.. I.mitations. consuaints a吋阱，也 dîr"，c t ions for an in.I.1U1酬的
fulfill i ts 叫訓On. College內 and universi!i輛 embarking on computer integra!ion in 
higher educatîon mU$1 avouch their comm;fment tO a qualily education. They 
m"到 .1鉤 pro!"，的 that every chi1d in th;s technological age has acce55 and ßn ~ual 
oppo r! unity 10 acquire computer skills. Colleges and universiti"" must d~"elop 
academic programs that arc intern則ionall)" compelinv... and accoulltable f肘，m

pro\l"d leaming lhrough the y臼"偵約1

Preamble 

In the early 1960s, few institutions had on.line întegrated sys

tems. T he a d vent of integr ated systems made network systems 

very es扭nt ia l to colleges and universities. A new class of network 

technologies has emerged and institutions of higher learning must be 

familiar with the cost a nd benefits of the new technolo餅的 A net 

work îs a collection of compatible hardware and software a rra n ged 

to communicate p r ograms. data f iles and in fo r matio n from o n e 
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works阻tioo to another 
For successful implementation of computer integration În high 

er education, colleges and universities rnust include in the regular 
budget lhe cost of implementa tion and compatible equipment 5uch 
as the following 

1. File Server, computers for workstations or any input and out 
put devices that send and receive data; 

2. Protocols , a set of rul es and procedures that regu\ate the 
transmission between the components in the network sys 
tems; 

3. Communication Channels, for various communications 5uch 
as telephone Iìne乳白ber optic cable, coaxial cables and wire 
less transmission; 

4. Communication Processors, 5llch as MODulations-DE 
modulation (Modem), multplexers and front-end processo間，
which provide support functions for data transmission and re 
ceptlon; 

5.Comm叫lication Software, to control all input and output acti 
vities and manages other major functions of the network sys 
tems; 

6. Network Topologies, the shape or configuration of a network 
system; and 

7. Types of Networks, networks are classified by geographical 
scope into computer telecommunications network (CTN), pri 
vate branch exchange (PBX), local area networks (LAN), 
wide area networks (WAN), and Yalue-Added networks 
(VAN) 

File Server 

10 a small college or universi句， a fìle server is the heart of the 
network system_ A more eff比lent mlcrocomput凹 based system 
usually consists of a 486 DX, PC/ AT compatible; a hard disk of at 
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least 1.2 G啥; networks ca bles (twisted pair, coaxial or fib盯 optic);

printers (attached to a workstation or to a file server); tape backups 
cartridges to provide reliable backup of programs and data fi l四 and

security of information; uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to pro 
vide emergency power to bring the system down gracefully, surge 
protection to alert the network users of the power outages; a net 
work interface board of at least 32 bits (server works better with lar 
ger boards) and network operating system 

Pro t.o(o!s 

There are sets of rules and procedures that regulate transmis 
sion of data between two points in a network. The primary func 
tions of protocols in a network 叮stem are to identify each device in 
the communication path , verify COrrect receipt of the transmitted 
message, however, it can not perform recovery when errors occur 
Information travels through a network communication systems in 
the form of electromagnetic signals. Signals are represented in two 
ways; analog and digitaL An analog signal, according to McLeod 
(1993) and Laudon and Laudon (1994) is represented by a continuous 
wavefonn that passes through a communication medium. Analog 
signals are used to handle voice communications and to reflect varia 
tions in pitch 

A digital signal Îs a discrete waveform. It transmits data coded 
into two discrete states; l-bits and Q-bits, which are represented as 
on-off electrical pulses. Notably, all digital signals must be trans 
lated inlo analog signals before they can be transmitted in an analog 
system 

The device that performs the translation is called a modem. A 
modem translates the digital signals of a computer into analog forrn 
for transmission over ordinary telephone lines and translate analog 
signals back into digital forrn for reception by a computer 

Communication Channels 
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Communications channels are the m f:ans of transmitting data 
from one workstation to another. A channel consist of different 
type of transmission media such as twisted pair, coaxial cable, wÎre 
1.峙， satell ite or fiber optics 

A twisted Pair Cable consists of strands of copper wire of about 1 
millimeter thick t 、... i sted together in a long hel間， and are the most 
common widely used transmission channe l. The purpose of twist 
ing is to reduce the level of electrical interference. A twisted pair 
cable operates at a speed of 10 megabytes per second. This type of 
cable is very inexpensive and is relatively slow for transmitting data 
from one workstation to another. Most telephone systems in a 
building a re connected to the local telephone company or the local 
Private 8ranch Exchange (PBX) through a twisted pair. ln other 
words, twisted pair cables supports analog telephone conversations 

A coaxial Cable consÎsts of a heavy copper wÎre at the center, sur 
rounded by insulated materiaJ. Around the insulating material is 
a cylindrical conductor, which is often a woven braided mesh 
Coaxial cable is noted for its ability to transmit a larger volume of 
data from one workstation to another. It is faster and provides a 
good combination of relatively high transmission speeds of 2日 o

megabytes per second , low noise and interference-free channel. A 
co肘.ial cable is thick, hard to wire in most buildings, and cannot sup 
port analog telephone conversations. There are two types of coa 
xial cables ; a 5O-ohm cable used for digital traosmission called Base
band Coax, and a 75.ohm cable used for analog transmission called 
扭曲dband C個寬 (Martin， DeHay間， Hoffer aod Perki悶， 1994) 

A baseband cable system is a single digital transmission channel 
with data transmission rates ranging from 10 million bits per second 
(10 mbps), and up to 264 mb阱， depending primarily on the intervals, 

in which a longer a cable means lower or slower data transmission 
rates. Assertively , broadband cable are widely use for local area 
network system. A broadband cable system utilizes analog ampli 
fiers to boost the signals periodically and operates at higher traos 
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mission speeds of 550 million bits per second (550 mbps) over much 
longer distances. Broadband cable systems are more difficult to in 
staU and considerably more expensive than baseband cable systems 

Wir叫ess is a broadcast technology in which radio signals are 
sent into the air. A wireless communications system is used in a 
variety of circumstance, including cordless telephones, cellular tele. 
phones, wireless local area networks and transmission of voice and 
data 

A Satellite communicatÎons system is used for communications 
in large geographica.11y distant institutions with two or three cam
puses that would be difficuIt to tie together through cabling 
channels. Satellite systems are used to relay signals over very long 
distances. Satellites move in stationary orbits of approximately 
22.“)() mi les above the earth 

A Fiber Opti四 Cable is the newest transmission system. Fiber 
optics cabling operates with a much faster speed and less space re 
qui rements because they are very sma lJ in diameter. Mart間， De.

Hayes, Hoffer and Perl毛ins (1994) in their studies found that fiber op 
tics are very secure because the cables are : highly reliable ; emit no 
radiation; very difficult to tap ; not affected by power-line surges, 
electromagnetic intenerence ; not coπosive chemicals in the air ; and 
widely utilized by all leading telephone companies for their Iong-dis 
旭nce lines. Transmission speeds for fiber 叩tics range up to 5明
mbps for a large diameter fiber to as high as 30 billion bits per 
seconds (30 giga) 

Communi個tions Proces師問

Communications processors such as front.end , concentrator, 
controllers and multiplexes are used to support data transmission 
and reception in a network. The rront-end proces帥r IS a computer 
dedicated to communication management. attached to the file server 
and responsible for formatting. editing. routing, speed, signal con. 
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versation, collecting and processing input and Qutput data to and 
from the workstations. A t:oneentrator is a programmable com 
rnunications computer that collects and temporarily stores rnessages 
from the workstations untìl enough messages are ready to be sent to 
the file server 

A controller is a specialized device that supervises communica
tions traffic between the central pcocessing unit and peripheral de 
vices such as works祖tions and printers. It routes Qutput from the 
central processing unÎt to the appropriate peripherals device. A 
multiplex is a device that divides the communications channel 50 that 
it can be shared by multiple transmission devices 

Communication Software 

Special communÎcation software Îs required to control and sup 
port the activities of the network systems. This software resides in 
the file server , front-end processor and other processors În the 
network. The primary function of the communication software in令

cludes access control, transmÎssion control. error detection, error cor
rection and security (Laudon and Laudon, 1991) 

The network control software routes message哼. polls network 
workstations, determines transmissÎon prior山間， maintains a log-in, 

log.out, passwords, and various authorization procedures for pre
venting unauthorized access to a network and to check for errors 

Network Topologies 

Topology is the technical acronym for network configura 
tion. The four most widely used network topologies are 

L Bus Topology : a network topology linking a number of work
stations by a single circuit with all messages broadcast to the 
entire network ; 

2. Ring Topology: a network topology in which all worksta 
tions are linked by a closed !oop in a way that passes data in 
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one direction from one workstation to another ; 

3. Token Ring Topology: a variant of the ring network topolo 
gy; 

4. Star Topology: a network topology in which all workMations 
and other devices are connected to a fiber optic~ . AIl com 
munication between devices must pass through the file ser 
ver; and 

5. Hierarchial (tree topology): is an extension of star network 
topology 

A bus nelwork topo“gy: a single length cable made of twisted 
wire, coaxial or fiber.optic cable connected to a number of works旭
tions. Qne of the bus network devices is a file server with a large 
data storage capa口ty. The disadvantage with the system is its sin
gle point failure quality. An obvious advantage of the bus network 
topology is the wiring simplicity. lf one of the workstations in the 
network fails , none of the other components in the network is 
aHected. Bus topology is commonly used for \ocal area networks 
(LAN) 

In a Ring Network Topol可仇 two ends of the cable are connected 
and data are processed and transmitted from workstation to work
station f10wing in a single direction through a closed loop. Each 
workstations operates independently so that if a particular work
station fails , the communication through the network is not 
interrupted. However, in Ring Topology, the connecting wires, the 
coaxial cable or the fiber optic cable forms a closed loop. However, 
the wiring for the ring network topo!ogy is slightly more compli
cated than the bus network topology. The distinct advantage of the 
ring topology is that it is not susceptible to failure 

The Token Ring network topology is a unidirectional predefined 
packet that allows data to flow in only one direction around the net 
work system (Laudon and Laudon, 1991). In this topology, all de
vÎces communicate using a signal and each of the devices in the net 
work Îs known as node. In a token ring network, on!y one compu-
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ter can transmit a message at a time. Messages are transmitted 
from nodes in the network through relays in the hub 00 to the im. 
mediate active node. The potential prohlem in the use of the token 
ring topology is that a single break down anywhere in the network 
would disrupt communication in the entire systems. Nonetheless, 
the Token Ring configuration is most useful for transmitting large 
volumes of data between the file server (Madron, 1991; Martin, Oe. 
Hay肘， Hoffer and Perkins 1994) 

A Star Network Topology consists of a central file server that is 
connected to a number of worksta tÎons. The central fjle server is 
the controller for all workstations in the network. The major di s 
advantage of the star network topology is îts vulnerability. In other 
words, if the central file server stops functioning, communication in 
the network will definitely comeJo a standstill. However, this 
lOpology is essential in a centralized processîng systems 

A Hierarchial TopoJogy (Tree Network Topology) is a sample 
confîguration of a very large computer system with mainframe com 
puter as a controller connected to a numbers of workstations 
through data channels. According to Martin , OeHay間， Hoffer and 
Perkins (1994) the Tree Topology has the same primary disadvan. 
tages as the star network topology. If the centra l device fails , the 
entire network goes down. An advantage of the tree network 
topology is its flexibility 

Types of Networks 

Networks are c1 assified by their geograph ical scope and the 
type of services provided. The four vastly used networks include 
computer telecommunications networks (CTNs), private branch ex
change networks (PBXs), local area networks (LANs), wide area 
networks (W ANs) and Value.added networks (V ANs) 

A Computer Telecommuni曲tion Network (CfN) is a network ema 
nating from a single channel or a group of closely linked work 
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statÎons. The configuration of CTNs is organized a tree with coaxi 
al cable and lwisted pair meclia. For almost tWQ decades, this type 
of network was widely used by colleges and universities with large 
cam puses and several group of buildings. A CTN Îs controlled by 
the central file server with a numher of workstations and other de 
vices which exert tremendous communication burden 00 the 
network. For institutions that are still using CTNs. it is imperative 
for the cam pus network administrators to consider adding a front
end pracessor or communication controller to the network. A 
front-end prQcessor or communications controller Îs a computer with 
spec自 all y designed hardware and software to handle all aspects of 

telecommunications, including error control, editing, controlling , 
speed and signal conversion 

Private 8ranc:h Ex c:hange Networks (PBXs), are specÎal-purpose 
network systems. PBXs have extensÎve capabilities that are not 
possessed by computer telecommunications networks (CTNs) 
The first-generation PBXs were switchboards run by human oper 
ators to operate an internal telephone system within the institution 
or organizations. Notably, the second-generati on PBXs use elec 
trochemical relays to perform the switching rather than human oper 

ators 
Today's third.generation PBXs consist of a digital switch oper 

ated by a built-in computer and have the capabil ity of simultaneously 
handling communications with internal ana log telephones, digital 
mlcrocompute間， workstations , mainframe computers and the exter 
nal telephone network. The potential advantage of digital PBXs is 
that they utilize existing telephone lioes, and do oot require addition 
al wiring. Equipment can be moved when necessary with litt!e wor 
ry about having to rewire the entÎre building. A workstation con 
nected to a network by telephone can simply be plugged anywhere 
in the building, utilizing the existing telephone lines 

The primary disadvantage of PBXs is that they are limited to 
teleνhone lines and cannot easily handle ve叮 large volumes of 
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data. However, PBX system has several aclvantages. For exam
ple, it can connect all telecommunication devices in a building or 
campus; has the capabi li ty to use existing telephone wiring ;的 able

to carry voice and data Qver the same network ; it can be connected 
in a transparent way to an external telephone network and has a 
potential of Qver 5曲 mbps (Beckham, 1989 ; Stephenson, 1990 ; Mar
t間， OeHayes, Hoffer and Perkins, 1994) 

1<<.1 Area Networks (LANs), were the first and most widely used 
network system. LANs are presumably owned by every college 
and university in the United States and abroad. They operate wi出
in an area oot more than tWQ or three mi les in diameter. LANs 
have higher transmission capacities than PBXs, using bus network 
or ring network topologi間， and transmit at a rate of 256 kilobits per 
second to over 1曲 megabytes per second. LANs systems are re 
commended for applications requiring high volumes of data and high 
transmission speeds. LANs. according to Laudon and Laudon 
(1994) are totally controlled , maintained and operated hy end 
users. This capability enhances their productivity because the us 
ers are no longer dependent upon a centra li zed computer or r' tter 
to complete their assignment 

LAN's three specific standards developed by the Institute for 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (l EEE) and subsequently 
adopted by both national and intemational standards organizations 
are officially designated as IEEE 802.3 (co .nention bus topo!ogy), 

IEEE 802 .4 (token bus topology), and IEEE 802.5 (token ring 
topology). LANs technology consists of cablîng such as twisted 
pa ir • coaxial cable or fiber optic cable, compatìble computers, net 
work interface cards and software to control the LANs activi
tÎes. The LANs network interface cards define the data transmis 
sion rate, the size of message units, the addressing information 
attached to each message and compatibility of network topology 

The four widely used LANs technologies are Ethernet, de 
veloped by Xerox, Digital Equipment Corporation and Intel , Apple-
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talk from Apple Computer Incorporated; Token Ring, developed by 
IBM and Texas Instruments; and ARCnet. developed by Data
point. LANs utilize either a baseband or broadband channel tech 
nology (Laudon and Laudon, 1994) 

LANs capabilities are specified by the network operating 
system. The network operating syste叩 can reside in single desig 
na甜d file server for all the applîcations on the network, or it can re 
side in every workstatìon in the network. The leading network 
operating systems include NOvt>Il 's Netware, Microsoft's LAN Man 
ager. and IB此1's Personal Computer LAN. The primary dîsadvan 
tages of LANs are that: they are very expensive to implement. in 
f1exible. require new wiring each tìme the LAN is relocated, and re. 
quire specially trained staff to manage and operate the network 

Wide Area Networks (WANs) Unlike CTNs, PBXs and and LANs 
span much greater geographical distances, ranging from several 
miles to across entire continents. WANs are usually owned by 
organizations licensed by the government to provide communica
tions services to the publ仗. such as AT&T. MCJ. Sprir前， Southwest 
ern Bell, Pacific 8eU, GTE, etc,. The Common carrier determines 
the transmission rates and interconnections between lines, but the 
customer is responsible for telecommunications contents and estab 
Iishing the most efficient routing of messages, checking error, edit-
ing, protocols and management 

WANs consist of a combination of switch and dedicated lin凹，
and sateUites communications. Switched lines are telephone lines 
that the consumers can access from independent workstations to 
transmit data to the designated destination. The p。問ntial advan 
tage in switched Iines is that they are less expensive, and are very 
appropriate for low.volume applîcations requiring only occasional 
transmission. Dedîcated lines (non.swîtched Iînes) are continuous 
ly available for transmission of data at higher speeds and are more 
appropriate for higher-volume transmissions 

Some institutions and organizations maintain their own Wide 
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Area Network (WANs). For ìnstance, the United States lnterna
tional Universi句. at 5an Diego, California use WAN to tie together 
its main campus in 5an Diego , Mexico , London and Kenya 
Example of other organizations that use WAN inc\ ude Hewleu
Packard Corporation (HP). HP has a WAN that ties together Îts 
facilities in the United States, Brita間， France, Switzerland, Vene
zuela, Australia, Japan, lndia, Hong Kong and Singapore 

Value-Added Networks (VANs) are data-only , priva妞， multipath 
and non-regulated networks that are used by multiple organizations 
on a subscription basis. The phrase Value.Added refers to extra 
的cha rge" added to communications by telecommunications and com 
putmg serv自ces to the consumers. The prominent advantage 自s that 
customers do not have to invest in network hardware, software or 
perform their own checking , edit ing , routing , and protocol 
conversion. The resulting charges are less than if the end users had 

梅 adopted and imp訓lement扭ed LANs or WANs. VANs are a刮tt甘'"C叫tive for .. 
mstltu叫tJ叩on間3背s 。前'0叮'g伊amz且a臼on，隨， I缸ike the Uni 靶dS趴ta刮te凹s Int妞erna刮t自岫。na叫IUni

vers剖自1t叩y (USIU) and Hewlet位t句 Parkard (HP) because they provide spe 
cial serv眩目 such 晶 electronic mail and data-access to their facilities 
in foreign countries 

The leading international VANs are GE InformatÎon Serv ices 
(GEIS), Infonet, Telenet, and Tymnet. Assertively, VANs are not 
for all institutions and organizations. VANs function effectively at 
moderate-speed , high-volume, frequent lúng-distance communi 
cations. VANs, according to Laudon and Laudon ( 1994) do raise 
security problems because institutional or organizational data can be 
rnixed in with data from other institutions or organizations 

Plan of Adion and Dedsioßs 

The starting point for computer integration in higher education 
is to understand the need of the institution. Computer integration is 
ve叮 likely to succeed only if it advances one of the most important 
institutional goals. Computer integration has enormous potential 
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for academic advancement, but the institution, according to Laudon 

and Laudon (1994) must 

1. id個tify priori1Íes for ameliora1Ío的 Ihe Boa.rd of TrUSI~S， President, Plan 
ning Councll, unit Vice 抖的idc圳、 dir~tors， di ，'i濁的n chairpersons and d~panmcnl 
heads need ωdet~rmine e:<actly how the in.titution's mission and 附加伺uld be 

.trengthened byωmpUler integrat;on. Admini.trators, facuhy, staff al\d Studenls 
",," ωknow how the integration can reduce ;nslitut的1\ '8 expenselI by increasing 
the $Cale of "tudcnt enrollmenl, altract quali!y faculty , improve instructional and 
l凹rning proce"", and i 穹lCTeaωng !he sca 蛤 of opeTat間的 w ，!hout add;tional man 
agement c-臼"

2. ex !'1T叫plify an analysis of pr齡ise1y how c側"P叭er mtegration will cOnll"ibute 
ta !he specific five.year-goals and obj~tives， and 10 its longeHange訓rateg肘 ;and

3. 叫enüfy how coπp叫er lnlegration will s叩開n the institution's day.t吋.，
operalions and prO\'ide d;reclÎons fO I" coJl咚wuniversit;es tO f叫叫 115 m，錯酬L

lmplementation of the Plan 

Once the institution embarks on planning for computer integra 

tion, it must determine the scope of the project and decide which 

technology to adopt and under what circumstances. Eight specific 

elements such as distance ; range of services ; security ; single or 

multiple acce血; utilization; cost of implementation; installation and 

connectivity must be taken into consideration when considering 

computer mtergrauon 

Distam:e: If the communication wi l! be largely local and entirely 

in a single building, LAN 的 very appropriate for such a campus 

LAN is strongly recommended for institutions with a single campus 

Range or Serviees : The institu tÎon must consider various op 

tions, whether the support services will be extended from the trans 

mission of programs and data files to include electronic mail, voice 

mai \, video conferencing, etc, 

Sec:urity: Unlike CTNs, PBXs, LANs and WANs, VAN is the 

only network system that raises security problems and is recom 

mended for institutions with distant campuses in the United States 

and abroad 
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Multiple A凹的s System : If the instÏtution has up to a thousand or 
more users, PBX network Îs recommended. However, if access is 
restricted to a hundred or Iess users, a high speed, more exotic tech 
nology like a fiber optic or broadband system is recommended 

Utilization: For a high-volume transmission and communica 
tions , LAN is recommended. Low-frequency and low-volume 
transmission and communications suggest the use of a traditional 
modem 

Cost: Planners should by 00 means underestimate the cost of 
implementing the network system. They should take into consid 
eration the cost of equipment compatibility, software. performance 
criteria , vendor selection , labor, wire and cable specification 
Uncontrollable cost are always the cause of the network failure in 
higher education settings 

For network lnsta11ation, specific attention must be paid to the 
status of the building. In some ins祖nces ， campus buildings have in 
adequate wiriog channels underneath the floors , which makes in 
stallation of fiber optic cable extremely difficul t. Connectivity re 
quires that all components of the network communicate with each 
other 

Summary 

Many institutions that have moved to computer integration 
have found that the type of savings th叮 expected did not materialize 
because of unexpected cost. Therefore, colleges and universities 
embarking on computer integration should take ioto consideration 
the cost of compatible hardware, protocol, network topology, per
forman ce criteria , wire and cable specification, vendor selection, 
labor and communication software to control and support the activi 
ties of the network. Institutions should also detennine transmission 
priorities, maintains a login and logo叫， passwords, and various au 
thorization procedures for preventing unauthoriz吋 access to the net 
work 
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